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TO J. A. GREEN, ON HIS 60TH BIRTHDAY 

INTRODUCTION 

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the influence of J. A. Green on this paper. 
Our original aim was to produce a proof of the main results of [Ro] using 
an endomorphism ring approach suggested by Green. It soon became 
apparent that (as we and Green had suspected) there was a common theme 
linking parts of Green’s paper on Scott modules [Gr2] with the papers 
[Brl, Ro] (although the results of these papers are independent). 

It turns out that the most convenient setting to work with is that of G- 
algebras (see [Grl]) endowed with G-stable bilinear forms somewhat 
analogous to that introduced by Green in [Gr2]. 

The paper is divided into two more or less independent parts, the only 
overlap being when we combine the results of both sections to prove the 
main result of [Ro]. 

In the first section, we develop general properties of bilinear forms on G- 
algebras, include some applications which illustrate how our techniques 
unify some apparently diverse results (such as a recent result of Benson and 
Carlson on the multiplicity of the Scott module in M@ M* (see [Be-Cal), 
results on the number of blocks of KG with given defect groups, results 
about height 0 characters), and give explicit formulae for the ranks of the 
forms we define. 

* Present address: Dtpartement de Mathkmatiques et Informatique, kale Normale 
Supkrieure, 45 rue d’Ulm 75005 Paris, France. 
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In the second section, we examine links between group algebras and 
Hecke algebras to produce (via the results of the first section) a proof 
of the main result of [Ro]. We also obtain some general results linking 
the structure of Hecke algebras with group-theoretic properties (such as 
control of fusion) and mention some consequences for the structure of 
permutation modules and their summands. 

NOTATION 

For an algebra A, we let J(A) denote the Jacobson radical of A, and A x 
denote the group of multiplicative units of A. When G is a finite group, R is 
a ring, and X is a subset of G, we let .YX denote CRtX g in RG. 

When A, B are subgroups of G, we let [A\G/B] denote a full set of 
representatives for the (A, B) double coset representatives in G, and we 
abbreviate [l\G/B] to [G/B], [A\G/l] to [A\G]. 

When M is an RG-module, and H is a subgroup of G, we let M” denote 
the set of H-fixed points of M, and we define Tr$: MH + M” by 
TCXm) = 2iZqE rGIHl gm. 

1. BILINEAR FORMS ON G-ALGEBRAS 

A. Generulities 

Let G be a finite group, p be a prime, k an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p. Let A denote a finite dimensional G-algebra over k (see 
[Grl]), and suppose further that A is endowed with a linear form t: A + k 
such that for all x, )’ E A, all g E G, we have 

t(.xv) = t( yx), t( g. x) = t(x). 

For any p subgroup, P, of G, let A: denote Tr$(A ‘), a two-sided ideal of 
A” (see [Grl]). We set 

and we denote by Br,: A ’ -+ A(P) the canonical epimorphism, which we 
call the Brauer morphism associated with P (see [Br2]). The algebra A(P) 
is clearly an N(P) algebra (where m(P) = N,(P)/P), and the algebra 
morphism Br, is then an N(P)-morphism. 

Since 

TrZ(x)= 1 TrFnrp (g.x) for .xEA~ 
rp\c;/Pl 
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it is clear that (see [Br2]) 

BrpoTrz=Trr’P)oBr,. (1.1) 

Moreover, we see that ker Br, c ker t, and thus t defines a linear form 
t,: A(P) + k which is still “symmetric,” and N(P) stable. 

DEFINITION. We define the bilinear form 

p $1;; : AG,xA$-rk 

as follows: if x = Trz(x’) and y = Trz( I!‘) (x’, ,t” E AP), then 

p$:;;(x, y) = t(xy’). 

(1.2) PROPOSITION. (1) The form ~$1;; is well defined, symmetric, and 
associative. 

(2) Whenever x, y E A’;;, we have 

Proof: Let x=Trz(x’) and y =Tr$(y’). By definition of t,, we have 
r(xy’) = rp(Brp(xy’)) = fp(Brp(x) BrAy’)). 

By (1.1 ), we also know that 

Br,(x) = Tr r’P’(Brp(.x’)) and Br,( y) = Tr~~“‘(Br,(p’)). 

We then see that in order to prove (1) we may as well assume that P = 1 
(replacing G, P, A by w(P), 1, A(P)), and also that (2) is clear. 

Now we assume P = 1. Since I is G-stable. we have 

t(Try(x’) y’) = t(x’ Try( y’)); 

this shows that t(xy’) = t(xy”) as soon as Try( 1,‘) = Try( y”), and so that 
the form is well defined. it is symmetric since [(xy’) = t( y’x), and 
associative since zy = Try(zy’) for all z E A”, and so 

The next result is really a special case of Green’s main result in [Gr2]. 

(1.3) PROPOSITION. Suppose that (A, t) is a symmetric algebra. Then for 
any p-subgroup P, qf G, the rank of the form p “,:b is the multiplicity qf the 
Scott module with vertex P as a summand qf A (where A is considered just as 
kG-module). 

4x1 104 2.12 
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Proof: In [Gr2], J. A. Green proved that, given a kG-module M, the 
multiplicity of the Scott module with vertex P as a summand of M is given 
by the rank of the bilinear form ( , )P: Mg x (M*)g --+ k defined by 

(TrZ(m), W(d)>p = d(W(m)) for mEA4and ME”. 

Let A* denote the (k-vector space) dual of A. Since (A, f) is a symmetric 
algebra, there is a k-vector space isomorphism p: A ---f A* given by 
/?(y)(x) = t(xy) for all x, y E A. Since t is G-stable, fl is easily seen to be an 
isomorphism of kG-modules. In particular, b( A ‘) = (A * )‘. 

Now p$;&(TrF(x’), Trz( y’)) = r(Trz(x’) y’) = /3( y’)(Trg(x’) = 
(Trt3x’)j TrNj’(y’)))py where ( , )p denotes Green’s form from 
A: x (A*): to k. Thus the forms ~$1; and ( , )p have the same rank, which 
suffices to complete the proof of (1.3). 

As an example, let us consider the case where A = kG, the group algebra 
of G over k. endowed with the usual form 

t: c x(g)g+x(l). 
$ t G 

Then the form p 22 is just the form denoted by BP,, in [Br2]. Let us 
recall (see [Grl]) that (kc): has for basis the family (YC) where C runs 
over the set of conjugacy classes of G with a defect group contained in P. 
As done in [Br2], it is then immediate to check that 

p”,t’;,‘( SC, SC’) 

0 if C or C’ has defect smaller than P 

= hc,,,. I IC(,,/(Gl,~ if C and C’ have defect P, 

from which it follows that rad p”pk equals ker Br, n (kG)(p. 
Now if e is any idempotent of ZkG, it follows that 

rk p:T = dim Br,((kG)Fe) = dim(kC,(P)f(” Br,(r)), 

the “multiplicity of P associated with r.” Either as in Green [Gr2] by 
applying (1.3), or as in [Br2], we then deduce immediately the following 
result of Burry: 

(1.4) COROLLARY. Let h be a primitive idempotent of ZkG, and let us 
consider the block kG . b as a kc-module by the conjugation action. Then ,for 
any p-subgroup, P, of G, the multiplicity of P as a lower defect group for h is 
the same as the multiplicity of the Scott module with vertex P as a summand 
of kG.b. 
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B. When J( A ) c ker t 

We now return to the situation where A need not be a symmetric 
algebra. In fact, we assume from now on that J(A) c ker t. 

We need to recall a definition. 

DEFINITION (Puig [Pu]). A point of A is an A x -conjugacy class of 
primitive idempotents of A. 

Of course, the points of A are in natural bijection with the maximal two- 
sided ideals of A, and with the isomorphism classes of simple A-modules. 
For a point, s, of A, we let xy denote the character of A afforded by the 
corresponding simple A-module Ai/J(A)i where i is an idempotent in s. We 
let l(s) denote t(i) (which depends only on s, not on the particular i 
chosen). 

(1.5) LEMMA. We have t = C,, t(s) x,, tvhere s runs over the points qf’ A. 

Proqjl Since J(A) c ker t, and since there is (up to scalar multiples) 
only one symmetric linear form on a matrix algebra, we may write 
t = C,Y a,~,,, where each G(,, E k. It is easy to see that x,,(Y) = (?V,.V, whenever s, 
s’ are points of A, so that c(, = t(s) for each point s. 

It is clear from the above statement that t(s) =0 whenever x is a 
nilpotent element of A. In particular, whenever A’ is a subalgebra of A, we 
have J(A’) c ker(tl A,), so the arguments of (1.5) may be applied with A’ in 
place of A and t 1 A, in place of t. This remark applies in particular to the 
algebra AP where P is a p-subgroup of G. 

The Brauer morphism Br,: A’ -+ A(P) identifies points of A(P) with cer- 
tain points of AP, namely those s such that Br,(s) Z (01. We set 
sp = Br,(s). Then we have 

1, = c t,(s,) xv,> (I.61 

where s runs the points of AP such that sp # {0 1. 
Considering A just as a P-algebra, we may define (following Green, see 

[Grl]) the defect groups in P of a point of AP: if i is a primitive idem- 
potent of A ‘, its defect groups are the subgroups Q of P, minimal subject 
to ieAz; the defect groups of i are unique up P-conjugacy (see [Grl I), 
and they obviously depend only on the (AP) “-conjugacy class of i, i.e., on 
the point of i. By Rosenberg’s lemma, it is then clear that (see [Pu]) 

(1.7) whenever s is a point of AP, we have sp #O if and only if s has 
defect group P in P. 
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The next result gives the “local calculation” of pAp:$. 
For s a point of A ‘, we denote by V, the associated simple A/‘-module, 

by 0,: AP + End, V,, the associated morphism, by tr,,: End, V, -+ k the 
ordinary trace form, and by n(P, s) the stabilizor of .F in m(P). 

( 1.8) PROPOSITION. ( 1) For x, y E A z, ~c’e have 

where s runs over a set qf representatives ,for the R( P)-conjugacy classes qf 
points of AP with defect group P in P, and such that t(s) (i.e., t,(s,)) # 0. 

(2) We have 

rk p$& = 2 dim,(End, V,);2’(“.‘), 
(A 1 

where the sum is taken over the sume set as in (1) 

Proqf: (1) By (1.2)(2), it is immediate that we are reduced to the case 
where P= 1 (replacing, as now usual, A, G, P by A(P), N(P), 1). In that 
case, we denote @P, s) by G,. 

Let x = Try(x’) be an element of A 7. Then, by the Mackey-type formula, 
x= Try(C,,> (;, c~,,(g.x’)), and since cr, is a G,-morphism we get 

a,,(x) = Trys ( c a+)) 
rf7:,GI 

By definition of the form p, we then have to prove 

i.e. 

t(x’y) = 2 t(s) x, 
! c (g.x’) Y 

(71 [G,\.G] 1 
By Lemma (1.5), we know that 

Thus it suffices to prove that whenever s is a point of A, we have 

&$x~~ lCvj = 1 x,, 0 g, which is trivial. 
cc, ,G] 
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(2) Again we may reduce to the case P = 1, and we do so. The rank of 
the form p, E,‘$ Y\~tr~ is clearly equal to dim,( End, V,,)y>. The assertion follows 
from the fact that the map 

; 0.s: A? -+ n (Endl, V,)?, is onto. 
\ (5) 

c. Applications 

We continue to assume that J(A) c ker f. 
First, we need to recall some ideas of Puig [Pu] extending to G-algebras 

the notion of source (which was previously defined by Green for modules). 
The next statement is one of Puig’s basic results ( [Pu], Theorem 1.2). 
When s is a point of AP, we denote by AP. s’ AP the two-sided ideal 

generated by elements of s (recall that s may be viewed as a set of idem- 
potents of A ‘). 

(1.9) Suppose that A’ is local, and let P be a defect group of’ 1 in G. 

(1) There exists a point s of AP such that 1 ET~F(A~..Y. AP). 

(2) Such a point has de&ct P in P, and an?! other point of AP Icith 
defect P in P is m(P)-conjugate to s. 

We sketch a proof here for the convenience of the reader. See [Pu] to 
view this result in the general context of “pointed groups.” 

(I) is an easy consequence of Rosenberg’s lemma, and by transitivity of 
the relative trace, we see that s must have defect group P in P. Let s and s’ 
two points of A’ such that A” =TrF(AP. s’ A”) and s’ has defect P in P, 
and let i’ be an element of s’. Then 

i’ETrF(AP.s.AP)c c Tr~,,,(g.(AP.s.AP)). 
[P G P] 

By Rosenberg’s lemma, we see that there exists ge G such that i’ E 
Tr’ Thgd;;(Ap.S+p)L and since i’ has defect P, we see that g E N(P). 

g(s). AP, from which it follows that s’ = g(s), as required. 

If A” is local and if s is a point of A’ such that (1.9)( 1) holds, s is called 
a source of the G-algebra A. 

The following lemma will be crucial in the applications. 

( 1.10) LEMMA. Suppose that A c; is local. 

(1) rf ~$1; # 0, then P is contained in a defect group of 1 A in G. 
(2) If P is a defect group of 1 ,,, in G, then p>& # 0 if and only if 

t(s) #O,for s a source of the G-algebra A. In that case, we have 

rk ~$1; = dim,(End, V,),F(p.5). 
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(3) JfAGc Z(A), then p”,;; # 0 if and only if P is a dqfect group of’ 1 ,, 
in G and t(s) # 0 for s a source of A. In that case, rk pAp$, = 1. 

Proof: (1) If P is not contained in a defect group of 1 A in G, then 
A(P) =0 and it follows from (1.2)(2) that p”p,$ = 0. 

(2) By (1.9), there is a single N(P)-conjugacy class of points of ,4’ with 
defect group P in P (namely, the class of a source). Then by ( 1.8)(2), we 
see that 

rk p$,&= 
dim,(End, V,)~(‘~‘) if t(s) #O 
o 

if t(s) =O. 

But with (1.1) it is easy to see [ Pu, Proposition 1.31 that 

cr,(Tr$(x)) = Trf’P..‘J(o,(.Y)) for .YEA’..s. AP. 

In this case, we may take x such that TrF(_u) = 1, from which it follows that 
1 = Try(h) (a,(x)), whence (End, V,)~(p..‘)#O. 

(3) By what has been just proved, it suffices to prove that if AC; c Z(A) 
and if P is strictly contained in a defect group of 1 ,A, then p;;; = 0. Indeed, 
we then have A: c J(AG), and thus each element of A$ is central and 
nilpotent. We use the fact that t vanishes on each nilpotent element and the 
definition of p $& to get the desired result. 

Moreover, since A” is central in A, it is mapped into the center of 
End, V,s by the morphism rr,; thus we have cr,,(Ag) =0 or k. Since it is not 
zero by assertion (2) it is k, and so dim,(End, l~‘,),y(~.“= 1. 

Remarks. (1) The assumption of the third assertion of (1.10) can be 
weakened: by (1.2)(2), it is enough to assume, for example, that 
A(p = Z(A(P)). 

(2) In [PiiPu], Picaronny and Puig study G-algebras A such that 
AG is local and (End, l’,) F(p..‘) = k for a source s of A. For such an algebra, 
we see that rk pg.& = 1 or 0 according to the fact that t(s) # 0 or r(s) = 0. If 
the algebra satisfies the condition (K) of [Pi-Pu], it is then clear that we 
are in the first case. 

Cl. Applications to the group algebra. For the next results, let 0 be a 
complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic 0, with maximal ideal d 
and such that 8l.p = k. 

Let t be a linear form on kG which is a class function on G and whose 
kernel contains J(kG). Then (see (1.5)) t is a linear combination of the 
characters of the irreducible kG-modules. Thus there exists a linear com- 
bination with coefficients in 0 of characters of (U-free) UG-modules, say x, 
such that t = 1, the reduction of x mod 9. 
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(1.11) PROPOSITION. Let x he an &linear combination of characters of 
OG-modules, let b be a primitive idempotent (block) of ZOG with defect P in 
G, and with source s. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) X(b)/lG : PI is invertible in fi’. 

(ii) f(s) # 0. 
kG‘KX (iii) The form pr,o‘ zs nonzero. 

Proof: First, we remark that if b =TrF(b’) for b’E (CG)‘. h, we then - _ 
have x(h) = IG:PI X(b’) and pk,2”(b, b) = j(b’). 

We prove that (i)o (iii), for we know by Lemma (1.10)(2) that 
(ii) o (iii). For that, it suffices to check that p y(; ‘.F is nonzero if and only if - - 
it is nonzero on (b, b). But since ZkG .6= (kG ‘6): = k. 60 J(ZkG. 6) and 
since J(ZkG ‘6) c rad p$T&h.j, we are done. 

Remark. We let the reader generalize ( 1.11) to more general 
G-algebras, and look for the connections with [Pi-Pu]. 

We may also note that s corresponds to a point of A(P) = kC,( P) when 
A = kG, hence to an isomorphism class of projective indecomposable 
kc,(P)-modules (or, equivalently, to an isomorphism class of simple 
kc,(P)-modules). Let @ be the Brauer character of such a projective 
indecomposable kc,(P)-module (@ is the projective character associated 
with a “root” of b). Then we have 

X(s) = (Res?c;,.,x3 @Pc~~cp, (mod 9). (1.12) 

Indeed, we have (see Subsection A) x(s) = fp(sp) = ip(ip) where ir is an 
idempotent element of sp. Since @ is just the character of the projective 
kC,( P)-module kc,(P) i,, the assertion (1.12) is now clear. 

We now arrive at one of the main applications of our forms p”p;;. 

(1.13) PROPOSITION. Let x be an c-linear combination of characters of 
G. Whenever P is a p-subgroup of G, the rank of p$y&f is the number qf 
blocks with defect group P of G and such that ~(h)/lG : PI is invertible in t?. 

Proof Since kG is the direct product of its block algebras, it is clear by 
Lemma (1.10)(3) and Proposition (1.12). 

As an example, we may take for x the character of the permutation 
module of G modulo a Sylow p-subgroup. Let xp denote this character. 
Then it is easy to see that (l/ICI,,.) X,, is just the characteristic function of 
the set G, of p-elements of G, and so the form p $?$ is the form denoted by 
pP.G in [Brl]. 
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The main advantage of this character xD is the following property: 

(1.1) Whenever h is a primitive idempotent qf G with defect P in G, then 
~,(h)/lG : PI is invertible in &. 

This property is known, but for the convenience of the reader, we sketch 
a proof. By (1 .I 1 ), it suffices to prove that p:T$fp is nonzero. Since 
Brp(@ f0, there exists a p-regular element g, of C,(P) such that, if 
6=C,.G. b(g) g, then 6( go ’ ) # 0. We have p y$jp( 6, Trz( g,)) = x,( fig,). 
Thus it suffices to prove that &(bgO) = ICI,,, /$ gi ‘). This results from the 
fact that the multiplication by h preserves (OG,,.)‘, and so that 

As an immediate application of (1.13) and (1.14) we get (see [Brl, 
Theorem (1.7)]). 

(1.15) COROLLARY. The rank oj’the form p $TYxp is equal to the number qf 
blocks sf G with defect P. 

In Section 2 (see (2.1 l)), we shall use some information about Hecke 
algebras to get the explicit information about rk p$?p which was the sub- 
stance of [Ro]. 

C2. Applications to module theory. Let M be any kG-module, and let A 
denote the G-algebra End, M. In this case, the language of G-algebras 
reduces to the following (see [Grl, Pu]): the module M is indecomposable 
if and only if AC is local; it has vertex P if and only if 1 ,4 has defect P in G; 
the summand i. M of Resz M (i an idempotent of AP= End,,M) is a 
source of M if and only if the (AP) “-conjugacy class of i is a source of A. 

Moreover, if we take for t the usual trace form on End, M, then t(s) is 
just the value mod p of the dimension of the module i. M for i E S. In par- 
ticular, ifs is a source of A, then t(s) is the dimension (mod p) of a source 
module of M. 

By Proposition (1.3), we then see that the following result, due to 
Benson and Carlson [Be-Cal is just a particular case of (1.10). 

(1.16) PROPOSITION. Let M be an indecomposahie kc-module with ver- 
tex P. Then the Scott module with vertex P is a summand of 
End, M = M ok M* if and only if the source of M has dimension prime to p. 

Moreover, we may note that (1.10) gives the multiplicity of this Scott 
module. Indeed, let End, V, be the simple quotient of the algebra End,,M 
corresponding to a source s of M. The group denoted by N(P, s) is just the 
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inertial group of that source in N,(P), and @I’, s) acts on the simple 
quotient End, V,. The dimension of (End, Vs)r(p.sJ is the multiplicity of 
the projective cover of the trivial module for N(P, s) as a summand of 
End, V,, , and thus (1.16) may be completed by 

(1.17) If the Scott module with vertex P is a summand of End, M, then 
its multiplicity is equal to the multiplicity qf the Scott module with vertex 1 
as a summand ef the kiit(P, s)-module End, V,. 

Finally, we turn our attention to the case where P is a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G. We state first an easy consequence of (1.3) and (1.10) 

(1.18) PROPOSITION. Let A be a G-algebra such that A” is local, and 
assume that (A, t) is symmetric (and t G-stable). Then the trivial kc-module 
is a summand of A if and only if t( 1 A) # 0. 

Proof If t( 1 A) # 0, it is clear that A = kl ,., @ ker t, and so the trivial kG- 
module is a summand of the kG-module A. Reciprocally, let us assume that 
the trivial kc-module (i.e., the Scott module with vertex P) is a summand 
of A. By (1 .lO)( 1 ), we see that 1 n has defect P. Let s be a source. By (1.3) 
and (1.10) it suffices to prove that if t(s)#O, then t(l,)#O. Indeed, let i6.s; 
we have Trz(i)=al,+j where rxck, ,~EJ(A”). Thus IG:Pl t(i)=rt(l,4), 
from which the desired result is clear. 

The following result of Benson [BeeCa], inspired by a remark of Lan- 
drock [La] is now a particular case of ( 1.18) (taking A = End,(M) and 
t = tr). 

( 1.19) COROLLARY. Let M he an indecomposable kG-module. Then the 
trivial module is a summand qf M @ M* if and only (f p J dim, M. 

In [Be-Cal, Benson and Carlson prove a deeper result, namely that 
whenever M and N are indecomposable kG-modules, the trivial kc-module 
is a summand of M@ N* if and only if M N N and p J dim, M. It is easy to 
check that this is equivalent to the following statement: 

(1.20) Let M he any kc-module, and let (m,),,, he the multiplicities of 
the isomorphism classes of indecomposable kG-modules (M,),, , as com- 
ponents of M. Then the multiplicity of the trivial kc-module as a summand of 
MOM* equals cm;, where the sum is taken over those i for which 
p 1 dim, M,. 

The preceding result admits the following generalization, due to Puig 
(private communication). 
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Let A be any G-algebra. If h is a point of A”, corresponding to the 
irreducible representation IJ,,: A” + End, V,,, we call multiplicity of h and 
denote by m(b) the dimension of V,, over k (see [Pu]). 

(1.21) PROPOSITION (Puig). Let P he a Sylou, p-subgroup qf G. Then 
rk ~$1:; = C m(h)2, where the sum is taken over all points h qf A’; such that 
t(h) # 0. 

Proqf: First, we need to quote an elementary fact from general pointed 
group theory. If P is any p-subgroup of G and s a point of AP with defect P 
in P, we denote by Y(A”; (P, s)) the set of all points of A” with defect 
group P and source s (i.e., the set of points h of AC; such that P, is a local 
pointed group which is maximal in G,, see [Pu]). 

(1.22) LEMMA (see [ Pu, Proposition 1.31). (1) With the preceding 
notation, we have 

(End, V,) y(P.\)/J((Endk V,),~(p..“) 2 n End, V,?. 
h E Ip, 4(,:, P., , 

(2) In particukar, if‘ (End, V, ) ;“’ ‘..’ J is semisimple, NY have 

dim(End, V,);V(“.” = c m(h)‘. 
he ~,,I’~.,,‘.,), 

The proof of Lemma (1.22) is immediate, once one notes that the 
morphism c,, induces a surjection from A’p onto (End, V,)y(‘.‘) (see (1 .l ), 
for example). Indeed, it follows that A: maps onto the semisimple quotient 
of (End, V,)r’p,“, and so the simple factors of this quotient correspond to 
points of A:. It is then clear by the definitions that they are precisely the 
elements of 9( A”; (P, s)). 

Now, let us return to the proof of (1.21). Since m(P, s) is a p’-group, the 
algebra (End, V,) N(P.s’ is semisimple and is equal to (End, V,)~‘P~r’. Thus 
(1.21) follows from Lemma (1.22)(2) and from Proposition (1.8)(2), 
provided we prove that, whenever h E d(A’; (P, s)), we have t(s) # 0 if and 
only if t(b) # 0. 

Let e be an element of h and i be an element of s (e and i are primitive 
idempotents of, respectively, A” and AP) such that ei= ie = i. Since ker t 
contains J(eA’e) and J(iAPi), we have t(eAGe)=kt(e)= kt(h) and 
t(iAPi) = kt(i) = kt(s). But we also have eAGe = Trz(eAP. i. Ape) since s is a 
source of h. By the assumptions on t we deduce that t(eA”e) = t(iAPi), 
whence the desired result (see [Pi-Pu]). 
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2. ON HECKE ALGEBRAS 

A. Generalities 

In this section, we set the notation and state or recall some more or less 
known results on Hecke algebras (see, e.g., [Cal or [La]). 

Let R be a commutative ring, let G be a finite group and let H be a sub- 
group of G. The permutation RG-module IndgR is identified with RG ,YH 
(as a left submodule of RG). We set E,(G/H) = End,(Ind$ R), and we 
consider this algebra as endowed with the natural algebra morphism 
cH: RG -+ E,(G/H) which defines the structure of RG-module of Indz R. 

The Hecke algebra associated M.ith the triple (G, R, H) is by definition the 
algebra of RG-endomorphisms of IndF,R, i.e., the set of fixed points of G 
acting on E,(G/H) by conjugation through 0”: 

YR(G, H) = E,J G/H)“. 

The following observations are known (see [Ca, La]) and easy to check: 
Let aI,: RG -+ E,(G/H) be the R-linear map defined by 

a),(.~)( gYH) = x”~ 
if gEH 

for all .Y E RG. 
0 if g$H 

We have 

(~1) ha,,(x) h’ ~’ = Tc,,(h.u) for h, h’ E H, and g(H is a morphism of 
H x H-modules. 

(~2) If .Y E G and h E ‘H, we have z~,(.Y) = r,,(hs), whence 

a&)~ E,JG/H)H“H 

Let us put af,(x) = Tr$, \H (x~(-Y)) for all SE G. The following properties 
of the family (a,(x)) are standard (see [Ca, La]): 

(2.1) (1) aH(x) = a,,( y) if’ and only (f HxH = HyH. 

(2) The set of distinct a,(s)‘s (.UE G) is a hasis ofC7$,(G, H) ouer R. 

(3) The endomorphism aH(. of the module RG. ,YH sends ,SPH onto 
.Y( HxH). 

Proof of (3). We have u,(x)(,YH) = Trgn ,,(r,(x))(YH) = 
Tr;, I,(aH(x))(S“H) = Trg, ,,(x,YH) = ,Y(HxH). 

The ordinary trace map tr: E,(G/H) -+ R induces on J&(G, H) the linear 
map defined by 

tr aH(x) = 
/G: HI if XEH 
o 

if x $ H, 
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from which it is easy to deduce 

tr(adx) U,(Y)) = 

IG:Hn ‘HI if HxH=Hy ‘H 
o if HxHfHy ‘H. (2.2) 

We introduce the following notation: 
For a=CRE.a(g)gERG, we set a”=&..a(g ‘)g. Moreover, we 

denote by N,,(YH) the set of all a in RG such that Y’Hu”E RG,YH. It is 
clear that N,,(YH) is a subalgebra of RG. 

The following definition can also be found in [La, p. 1781. 

DEFINITION. We denote by wH: N,,,(.VH) -+ $,(G, H) the algebra 
morphism defined by 

wJu)( g,Y-‘H) = g,YHuO for UEN,,;(,YH), LEG. 

We give the first properties of the morphism oH in an omnibus 
proposition. 

(2.3) PROPOSITION. (1) The morphism wH: N,,(.YH) + .W;,(G, H) is 
onto, and its kernel is the left unnihilutor qj”Y’H in RG [La]. 

(2) We have RN,(H) c N,,,(YH), and ,fbr n E NJ H), \t’e have 
w,(n)=u,(n-‘). 

(3) We have (RG)” c N,,( ,YH), and for s E G use huve 

WH(TrF,,,,,(X)) = I H n ‘H : C,,(x)1 uH(x ‘). 

In particular, whenever a E RF’, lzle have 

w,(u) = Trz(aM(uO)). 

(4) Whenever z E ZRG, we have ~~(2) = al,(?), and tf C is a con- 
jugucy cluss of G, we have 

o,(~YC”) =c ICn xHl u,(x), 

where x runs over a set of representatives of (H, H)-double cosets qf G. 

Proof: (1) To prove the surjectivity, it suffices by (2.1)(2) to exhibit, 
for all x E G, an element of N,,(PH) whose image is uH(x). Choose s E G, 
and choose {t, ,.., t,} a left transversal to H n “H in H, and {u, ,..., u,,} a 
right transversal to Hn ‘H in H. We then set A’= { tjx ‘u,; 1 6 i< n). It is 
not difficult to check that ,YH. Y’X = .Y’X. .YH = ,Y( Hx ‘H), whence that 
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YXE N,,(YH) (in fact YX commutes with ,YH) and wH(YX) = u”(x) by 
(2.1)( 3), as required. 

Since oH(u) is a G-endomorphism of RG . YH, it is defined by its action 
on YH. Then it is clear that kero,= {UE RG/a.YH=O}. 

(2) Trivial. Note that We, induces an injective morphism from RN,(H)” 
(where N(;(H)’ denotes the opposite group to NG(H)/H) into X,JG, H). 

(3) We have mH(TrF,,,.) (x))YH=YH.Tr~~,~~,(.u~~‘)=Tr~~,,.,(,YH,~~’) 
= IHn ‘H: C,(x)1 Tr~,,,(,YHA~~‘)= lHn ‘H: C,(x)l Y(HK’H). 

Since u),(x) = Trz, ‘Jz”(x)), we see that 

~HVr:~,,(,l(e~ ‘)) = IHn ‘H : C,,(x)1 Trz, ,,,(c(,(.Y)) 

= TrF,,(,,(at,(.~)) = TrKW,,,,,~&)) 

= Tr~(C(H(Tr~,,,,,(-~)), which proves (3 ). 

(4) It is clear from the definition that wH(:) = a~?). To find the coef- 
ficient of o,(,YC”) on U”(X) we note that we have (applying to Y’H) 
YH. ,YC= C %(C, x) Y(HxH) and /I(C, X) is the coefficient of x in the 
element .YH. .4pC (expressed as a combination of the natural basis 
elements of RG). Thus i.(C, .u) = I C n .uHl, as required. 

B. In characteristic> p 

From now on, we assume that R = k, a field with characteristic p > 0, 
and that H is a p-group denoted by P. 

It results from (2.3)(3) that 

(2.4) Whenever C is u P-cor+gac)~ c1us.s of’ G, then Q~(~Y’C) = 0 unless 
there exists x E G ,cith C,,(r) = P n ‘P. 

This remark will be crucial in the proof we shall give (see (26)) of the 
fact that defect groups are Sylow intersections (a result due to Green, and 
improved in [Ro]). First, let us note that no idempotent is mapped to zero 
by (TV or (I)~, because of the following statement. 

(2.5) PROPOSITION. (1) ker Us c JkG. 

(2) ker wp n (kG)‘c J((kG)‘). 

Proof ( 1) If V is any kc-module, then, Hom,,( Indz k, V) z V’ is not 
zero. Thus every irreducible kc-module is an image of Inds k, which 
proves ( 1). 

(2) It suffices to check that ker wpn (kG)P contains no idempotent. 
But if i is an idempotent of (kc)‘, then ikG is a projective (whence free) 
kP-module, and Y’PikG is then not zero: its dimension is the kP-rank of 
ikG. Thus we have .YPi#O, which shows (by (2.3)(l) that i# ker op. 
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Using (2.4) and (2.5)(l), we can now prove the following result (Green, 
Robinson). 

(2.6) COROLLARY. Let D he a defect group qf a p-block of G, and let P 
he a Sylou, p-subgroup containing D. There exists a p-regular element .Y of G 
with the ,following two properties: 

(a) D=Pn ‘P. 

(b) D is a Qlow p-subgroup qf C,(x). 

Prooj: As usual (see [Brl 1, for example) we reduce to the case where D 
is normal in G. Let h = Cc. h(C). .YC (where C runs over the set of p- 
regular conjugacy classes of G) be a primitive idempotent of ZkG with 
defect group D. The image of h through the morphism cP: kG + E,(G/P) is 
not zero by (2.5)(l), and so there exists C such that h(C) u,(h,YC) # 0. 
Standard arguments give now that C has defect D. 

Moreover, since a,(YC) #O and since ap(YC) =o.(,YC”) (by 
(2.3)(4)), it follows from (2.4) that there exists .YE C with C,(.Y) = Pn ‘P, 
hence D = P n ‘P, as required. 

We can also notice the following immediate consequence of the 
preceding formalism. 

(2.7) COROLLARY. Suppose P u G. Then the morphism wp induces II 
surjective algebra morphism ,frotn (kc)” onto kC,( P)” (u,here 
cC;( P) = C,( P)/Z( P)). In particular, (kc) ’ is local (f and only (f’ C,,( P) c P. 

Proofi By (2.3)(3), it is immediate that 

~p(Tr~.,,(,I(,~)) = ~p(x ‘1 if s E C,,(P) 
if .Y $ C,(P). 

Now (2.7) is clear. The last assertion follows from (2.5)(2). 

Let us end this section with an interesting property of the morphism (1). 
We say that the subgroup H of G controls the G-fusion of its p-sub- 

groups if whenever P is a p-subgroup of H and g is an element of G such 
that P” c H, then g E C,(P) H. 

(2.7) PROPOSITION. Let k be a field qf characteristic p, and let H he a 
subgroup of G. Then the image ef (kG)‘* under wH is all qf %i( G, H) if‘ and 
only if H controls the G-fusion of its p-subgroups. 
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Proof: By (2.1)(2) and (2.3)(3) we see that o((kG)“) is all of Xk(G, H) 
if and only if 

(Fl) (Vg’gEG)(jg’EHgH) such that p+lHn”‘H:C,,(g’)/. But if 
g’ = h’gh for h, h’ E H, we have 

IHn “‘H: C,(g’)l = lHn KH: C,(ghh’)l, 

and (6’1) is equivalent to 

(F2) (VgEC)(3hE H) such that p+ IHn ?H: C,,(gh ‘)I. We claim 
that (F2) is equivalent to 

(F3) (VhEG)(VPESyl,(Hn RH))(3hE H) such that PC C,,(gh ‘). 
Indeed, it is clear that (F3) 3 (F2). Let us prove that (F2) + (F3). Given 

g, and P E Syl,,( H n PH), assuming (F2) we see that there exists h E H such 
that C,(gh ‘) contains h,Ph;-’ where h,EHn”H. If h, =ghzgm’ with 
h2E H, then 

Pch,‘C,(gh ‘)h, =C,,(gh, ‘h ‘h,), which proves (F3). 

Now we prove that (F3) holds if and only if H controls the G-fusion of 
its p-subgroups. Let us assume that (F3) holds, and let P and PR be con- 
tained in H for g E G. Then P c Hn YH; let Q be a Sylow p-subgroup of 
Hn RH containing P. By (F3), there exists h E H such that Q c C,( gh ‘). 
Let us set z=gh ‘. Then ZECJQ), hence ZEC,,(P) and g=zh, as 
required. The converse is as easy. 

Let us give an amusing application of Proposition (2.7). 
Let H be a subgroup of G which controls the G-fusion of its p-subgroups, 

so such that 

oH: (kG)H 4 &(G, If) = End,,(Ind$ k) 

is onto. By classical facts about lifting idempotents, there exists a decom- 
position of 1 into a sum of orthogonal idempotents of (kc)“, say 1 = 2,. L’, 
such that C wH(e) is a decomposition of 1 into a sum of orthogonal 
primitive idempotents in A$(G, H), i.e., such that 

Indgk=kG.YH= @ kG.YH.8 

is a decomposition into indecomposable kG-modules. It is easy to recognize 
the Scott module associated with H in this decomposition: it corresponds 
to the idempotent e, such that e,, ,YG # 0. 
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We can now note that the Loewy series of kH is somewhat reflected in 
each of the projective modules kGe’: we have 

kG. e0 3 kG J(kH) e0 I kG. J”(kH) e0 2 . . . . 

Suppose, for example, that H = (x) is a cyclic p-group with order p”‘, with 
no G-fusion on (x). Then each of the indecomposable summands of 
Indz k can be extended p”’ times by itself to build up a projective kG- 
module, since 

kG’xkGr’(l -x)1 ... zkGe’(l -.~)I=, ... 3 {0}, 

with kG”( 1 - x)‘/kGe’( 1 - x)‘+ ’ N kGe0.5f’H. 

C. Application to Bilinear Forms 

Now, we come back to the form p$,T> (see Sect. 1; in particular (1.15)). 
We shall see that the preceding formalism provides the explicit information 
on that form which was given in [Ro]. The following result is due to Scott 
(see also [Cal). 

(2.8) Let S he a Sylow p-subgroup of’ G, and P he a p-subgroup of G. 
Then the algebra EJG/S)‘p h . .f’ h a7 or asis the set of’ distinct as(x) such that 
Sn ‘Sdc; P. 

Indeed, 2.8 follows from explicit formulae in [Grl 1, since E,(G/S) is a 
permutation module under G-conjugation. 

From now on, we assume that P is a normal p-subgroup of G. 
Let us say that the element as(x) has d&et group P if Sn ‘S= P. The 

following fact is clear by (2.8) and (2.2). 

(2.9) Zf as(x) and a,( Y) have dgfect P, then 

PP.G 
E~(G’S).‘r(a,s(x), a,s( y ’ ) = 

i 

i 
!f a&) = as(y) 

if not. 

Let us say that a conjugacy class C of G with defect P is P-distinguished 
if there exists an element XE C such that Sn ‘S= P. 

By (2.4) and (2.3)(4), we see that 

(2.10) Whenever C is a conjugacy class qf G with d&t group P such 
that o,(.YC) # 0, then C is P-distinguished. 
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Let us recall moreover the following two facts 

(1) The set of all YC’s, where C runs over the set of p-regular con- 
jugacy classes, generates ZkG modulo its radical. 

(2) Whenever C is a G-conjugacy class with defect strictly contained 
in P, we have YC E rad pF<?. 

By ( 1) and (2) above, and by (2. IO). it is now clear that 

(2.11) The runk oj’ p$yfp is equal to the rank gf’ the matrix 
(p$~y$YY’, <YCO)), where C and C’ run oL!er the .set of p-regulur P-dis- 
tinguished conjugacy classes qf’ G. 

But, by definition of pl;,f@, we have 

Let M,s denote the matrix of the system of a,Y(YC)‘s, where C runs over 
the set of p-regular P-distinguished classes of G, expressed on the us(.u)‘s. It 
is now clear, by (2.9) and (2.11 ), that 

(2.12) The rank of pkpklp is equd to the rank of the matrix M,s. ‘M,. 

Since M,s (see (2.3)(4)) is precisely the matrix denoted by N in [Ro], a 
fact first noted by Landrock, we see that (2.12), combined with (1.15), is 
the main result of [Ro]. 
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